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CHICA(TO , ILL., '.JUNE 12, 1879 
Editorial. 
Well, well! Even the President of the National Teachers' As-
soci~tion is an Ohio man. 
One can scarcely read an article now in an educational jour-
nal, whether editorial or contributed, without finding in it such 
all expression as "You remember at the Exposition," or "I 
recollect seeing at the Centennial," or "Did you not observe at 
Phi1ad~hia in '76?" Yes, ladies and gentlemen, we know all 
about ft; please cease reminding us of it; in other words, for 
pity's sake drop the subject, for, 
"At the battle of the Nile, we were there all the while; 
We were there all the while at the battle of the Nile." 
As the WEEKLV is in the habit of admitting to its columns ar-
gUments on both ~ides of living questions, it gives place this week 
to Mr. Pingrey's views on county institutes. There is certainly 
some danger of abusing 'the institute idea, as charged by Mr. 
Pin grey, but yet we would not do away with the institute because 
it may be abused. This is a subject upon which much may be 
said, and we recommend a discussion of it in the columns of the 
WEEKLY by those who have mature convictions to express. No 
doubt it. will. result in good. 
7======= 
'The Soct'fJl Sdenc~ Journal, managed by a· number of fine 
l~ies, pu1?lish~ an open letter to Boards of Education suggesting 
that more attention be paid to physiology and hygiene in the 
lower grades. This letter is signed by a formidable trio of M. 
D. '5. This request is well-timed, but slightly impracticable. 
Like instruction in morals and ma'lIners, hygiene can not be 
made a specialty in the public sch:>ols, nor should it be. What , 
we want is not s:hools of physiology and hygiene, or schools of 
moral instruction, but good schools in every sense of the wordl. 
There is not a mechanical appliance-building, heating, seating, 
and ventilation-there is not an intellectual force; there is not a 
moral restraint that m3.kes the school good 'as a s«hool of ~eam­
ing that doe, not also make it excellent as a school of health and 
morals. 
"All are but parts of one stupendous whole. " If the learned 
ladies will drop their hobby and merely agitate for a more libeml 
support of the scho:>l system in its entirety, their peculiar wishes 
and those of other specialists will be more than gratified. 
In this connection we regret to state that the Chicago Prin-
cipals' Association at its last meeting dropped from a proposed 
course of study the subject of "Dyspepsia and its Cure" as being 
a subject too vast for the youngsters to grapple with, and the "Use 
of a Handkerchief" as being too technical in its application. 
( 
We condense the following from the speech of Mr. Forster, 
the renowned friend of public education in England, delivered 
recently at Bristol. The occasion was the opening C!f some' splen-
did new schools of middle class instruction: 
"There are three branches of study which always strike me individually 
as being of enormous importance-namely, one for bram-teacbing and brain· , 
training, one for social comfort in after life,. and the othe. for fitting fnloro 
men to perform their political duties. First there m~ be a good primary 
school for every boy and every girl. Next there must be soJDe agency ·for 
getting at those children whose parents ntterly negleet them. Again, there . 
must be good evening classes at which those boys and girls who are obliged 
to leave school early in order to earn their daily bread can carry on their 
education in the evening. Then there ought to be a good. technical school 
in which Sh9Uld he given scientific Ilnd theoretical teaching adapted t(l the 
peculiar industries of each city. There ought to be not only good graDl!D&r 
schools but also intermediate schools for the benefit of those children whose 
parents can afford to keep them in school to the age of 12 to 14 at home, and . 
yet could not afford to send them to a boarding school. And lastly there . 
should be some college which would either supply the place of a univenity _ 
or give culture in such a way as to serve as Il stepping-stone to the pat 
universities." 
Verily these are advanced, .progressive, and enlightened ideas 
emanating from a denizen of one of the effete monarchies of Eu:-
rope. And this, too, at a time when in the land of the free 
and the home of the brave we hear many penurious growls against ' 
the' support .of normal schools by' the state, and the existence of 
cit~ high/ chools. . 
The action of the General Assembly of Illinois in annually 
placing the township high schools at the mercy of the voters was 
one of the unwisest measures of that preternaturally unwise body' 
The effect will be worse than .outright abolition. Uncertainty is 
mor~ tormenting than the knowledge of even a disagreeab1e fact: 
What corps of teachers can engage, what student can enter upon 
acours~ of study, in an institution which ~ay'be closed at any 
.annuat, election carried, it may be, on issues as remote as the -
state of society on the planet Jupiter? , ' 
'Many of the township high schools arc:.·buut on property which 
, 1 
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will revert to its donors as soon as the structures are used for any 
other than high school purpo,es. This amounts to the confisca-
tion of many thousand dollars' worth of property. The actual 
and possible bequests' to these schools are cut off by this act, and 
'the foundation of 60 many permanent, prosperous, and much 
needed public academies forestalled forever. if the legislatures 
of, European states, or the governments of so called half-civiliz-
ed nations had acted in the wild , whimsical, and narrow-minded 
manner of our wonderful General Assembly, there would not 
now be a high institution of learning on the face of the earth . 
, A party named J. C. Rathbun, editor of the educational de-
partmen.t _of the Alma Expnss, Wisconsin, and county superin-
tendent of Buffalo county, employs half a column of his valuable 
, space iii a snarl at the WEEKLV on the score that in its columns 
w.as answered, at the request of the writer, a letter whose answer 
was of general interest to subscribers of the WEEKLY in small 
towns, whether I)ear or remote from Chicago, Byan antiquated 
figure of speech he assumes that a letter from California, pub-
Iish,ed in the WEEKLY, was not genuine, but was manufactured 
in this office. Hear him: 
, :'-1t is hardly to be presumed that a person in· California will 
write to a man in Chicago, asking that man if it is in the range 
of mechanical doings to get a number of copies of a paper like ' 
the-EDuCAllJONAL WEEKLY bound in one book, and if so, that · 
person w0uld not ask that Chicago chap to bind them, when he 
or she has such facilities and such cheap labor as San Francisco 
and the Chinese undoubtedly afford ... 
Surely the writer of the above must be illiterate beyond the 
bounds of ignorance, and ignorant beyond the dead-line of illit- ' 
eracy. Imagine a member of one of our clubs in California-in 
San Bernardino, Los Angeles, San Rafael, or any of the inhnd 
town&--taking his yolume of the WEEKLY and riding a mule to 
San Francisco, to seek in its Chi'nese quarter a book-binder, to 
get the work bound "in one book," while by sending to Chicago 
for the Same, the whole affair, since the bindings are in stock, is 
ecarcely more than a matter of postage. Even were the sub-
icriber a resident of San Jose. it would still be most convenJent 
for him to send to Chicago. 
'Fhe accident of an accident who has called this forth .need not 
fancy that he is worthy of this notice. We desire merely to 
point out the difference between the spirit of geographical knowl-' 
edge and mere topography. Places thousands of miles away may 
be practically nearer to each other than others only a few days' 
journey apart. The- philosophy of geography is what we should 
teach. not dry, isolated facts. We judge that the ignoramus 
above mentioned would not credit the statement that antipodal 
sites. on account of the great routes of travel, the course of .trade, 
the mutual needs of far-separated countries, and the peculiar lo-
cation of certain cities. may be literally nearer to each other in 
. communication, through the annihilation of time and space, than 
Podunk and Bungtown, only a few miles apart. . 
This philosophy of geography is what teachers should keep 
cOJ)ltantly in mind. an'd by virtue of it Chicago is in sympathy 
",th tbe whole Pacific coast-a sympathy keen, quick, and in-
tense enough to turn the head of the dunce in question, if his 
Darrow mind and sodden brain could for a moment appreciate it. 
One who does not .thus enter into the spirit of geographieal 
study is unfit for a teacher. to say nothing of superintendent of 
teachers, and it is a disgrace to the finest educational state i'n the 
\ Unlon that one of its counties should contain so great a block~ 
head in that position. The election of such numbskulls, if per-
sisted in, will result in the total abolition of the county superin-' . 
tendency, at the hands of the legislature, at no distant day; but 
in this case we understand that the friends of thorough education 
need not fear any prolonged period of disgrace; for, at the ex-
piration of this term, he will step down and out, and Prof. J. W. 
Yule. a gentleman, a scholar, an efficient and keenly intelligent 
educator, will take his place. There is no danger that the latter 
will postulate that New York and Liverpool, Calcutta and Lon-
don, San Francisco and Yokohama, Liverpool and Melbourne, 
the sun and the earth, or the earth and the moon , have no inti . 
mate and indissoluble relations with each other because they are 
so far apart as expressed in the relatively insignificant terms of 
English miles. 
CHICAGO Vs. ST. LOUIS. 
MR. E. C. DELANO, Assistant Su .erintendent of Schools, Chicago, a cool and judicious observer, recently paid a 
visit to the schools of St. Louis, and his opinion is valuable, in-
asmuch as it is 110t hastily formed, or formed upon superficial .ob-
servation. He visited in all thirteen schools, and from the 
wealthiest to the poorest in respect to the condition of the parents 
in worldly goods, the appearance of the children was exceed-
ingly tidy and neat, in this respect excelling the average ap-
pearance of the children in the Chicago public schools. 
Th~ appearance of the assistant teachers, to:>, at their -woI:.k, 
was superior to that of our own, a greater degree of zeal and 
earnestness being generally observable. Mr. Delano, however, 
excused much of the apparent indifference of our Chicago corps 
on the score . of 'the final)£ial discourag<!ments that we have been ' 
laboring under during the past two years. 
The order in aU cases was good, he not having observed thir-
teen different cas\!s of communicating in the thirteen schools 
which he visited. But Mr. Harris, the Superintendent, stated 
that he got his ideas on the subject of uniformly good order 
throughout a school on a visit to Chicago, where the principals 
were given leisure to observe and compare the different rooms 
with one another. Acting on this hint, Mr. ·Harris limited the 
amount of teaching done by the principals and increased their 
time for supervision, and the result is the great uniformity of good-
order now v.isible. 
In St. Louis, the furniture is double-seated, yet the children 
are as far apart as in our single seats, and the lines are remarkably 
straight. . 
In every room visited a recitation was found in progress. No. 
text-book is in the hands of the teacher during recitation except : 
in the case of mathematics, reading, and spelling, and when a 
text-book was seen in a teacher's hand it was suggested that she 
be reported to the Board as incompetent. There is a rule of 
the Board on the subject . 
The attention of pupils to their business and to the directions 
of their teacher was alw~ys good, Mr. Harris making a specialty, 
of securing .the same in his brief visits. 
The slate work of the pupils is far inferior to that 0'[ ours. 
Compared with the amount done there, our slate work is pro-
digious, but as a .cons!!quence, our First Grade pupils write as 
well as their Second or Third. Reading seems to be the. hobJ:>y 
there. It is taught in the First- Grade from Leigh's type-:....the 
word being first recognized and then its literal and phonic ele-' 
ments dwelt upon. Indeed, phonic spelling goes side by side 
with l~teral spelling, the powers of the lett~rs being given inva-
riably, and the !li1e~t letters specified, .' . . . . --
.' 
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A feature which impressed Mr. Delano unfavorably was the 
standing of the pupils of the higher grades during recitation. . 
The pupils are slow in arithmetical calculations. Two exhibi-
tion performances in this branch were absolutely painful to Mr. 
Delano. In a high grade the question "How long will it take a 
sum of money to double itself at ten per cen t?" met with no im-
mediate response, and had to be extracted by the drawing out 
process. . 
The "focalizing method" consists in send ing one pupil to the 
board and having the remainder of the class direct his operation, 
each suggesting a single step in the process. . 
Calisthenics are kept lip in good style in St. Louis, the St. 
LOuisians having grown into the practice about as largely as the 
C;:hic~goans ha~e grown out. 
THE INSTITUTE DAYS HAVE COME, THE SADDEST 
OF THE YEAR. 
D. H. PINUREV, ESQ., Bloomington, III. 
AFTER tw'elve years in the harness, I believe I know some-thing of school work and duties . . Running to the extreme 
is a characteristic of school workers. A few years of the past 
prove this statement. First came "object" lessons which, for a 
time, overthrew every other method of teaching. Then came 
the introduction of the natUl al sciences, to the exclusion almost 
of the rudllnents of the English branches. Now the kindergar-
tens are spreading worse than the measels among the juveniles, 
and like the measels, they have to pass through the inception, \ he 
crisis, and convalescent stage, with an occasional r~trocession. 
Among the adults, the county institute has become an epidemic 
in its virulent form, and that too, like the measels, must be en-
dl1red, or the teacher gets no certificate, unless he be to the 
manor born and has grown up ,,,i th the schools . 
.' Now all of th~se method~ above named, have their points of 
improvement:;. But the institute is 'my target at the present writ-
ing. As a preface I wiII say: Undoubtedly the institute has 
done and is doing, much good, But with all the good actom-
plish;d, I find a few things to deprecate in unmeasured language. 
, First, favoritism in awarding certificates to those teachers that at-
tend the institute. I know it to be a fact that, unless a qualified 
teacher attend the county institute, when she would start out to 
teach she will get no certificate. I know it to be a fact that, in 
. many cases, an unqualified teacher, if she will attend the insti-
tute, will get a certificate. That attending a county institute 
shall be a condition precedent before a teacher shall obtain a 
certificate, is' unjust. 
r h'lve taught many pupils who h.ave gone out as teachers, and 
'have seen il~ustice, time and again, in the awarding of certificates. 
Perchance some of them were poor, unable to afford money to at-
tead the institute, and as a consequence, I have seen .. my best 
pupils turned away without certificates, and some of the poorest 
awarded them. All caused, not from qualifications, but from fa-
voritism to those that attended the institute and patted the county 
superin endent on the shoulder, and of course got a few new 
ideas. 
. This in~uence was first brought to 'bear on I:Ilyself. I attended 
illstitutes only when I was so inclined. But the forces were 
brought to bear ~pon me in such a manner that I coulel not stem 
the current, and so presented myself at a state examination and 
was awarded a state certificate. .' 
, I d~ not believe it is right to compel teachers, especially those 
that are ?oorly paid, to attend institutes by refusing to award 
them certificates. I believe qualifications should be the test and 
not favori : ism. 
Since I have laid down the ferule of a teacher, I have tnad~ 
another discovery. County superintendents make considerable 
money out of the summer institutes. For instance; it is not un-, 
common for a county institute to number 200 teachers. Thes~ 
~re charge~ as tuition from $3 to $10 p~r capita. An ordin3.l'Y 
l1lstructor IS procured for $15 to $25 per week. Two instructors 
at $25 each for thrl e weeks will equal $150; 200 multipliect'by 
$3 e~uals '$600; $600 minus $150 equals $450, for the county 
supermtendent, for three weeks' time. Some of the managers 
make twice '$450 fora two or three weeks' institute. These man. 
agers make me think of a converted squaw, who when at com. 
mUllion service, drank all the glass of wine herself and asked for' 
more because she loved her religion so much. These managers ' 
do love the teachers so much when the teachers attend institutes; 
tuition at '$3 to '$ 1 5 per capita. 
THE STRENGTH OF SHO~T WORDS. 
H ENRY A. FORD. 
THE remarkable variety w~ich has lent mterest and instruc-. tion to the pages of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY f~om the 
beginning, has not yet included, so far as I have noticed, this 
topic. I bring it forward now, partly for the entertainment of 
our readers, and partly in advocacy of the use of a' large element 
of short words in our oral and wri'tten c<omposi't~bn , espeCially ' 
in such as is designed for unlearned hearers or readers, or, at the 
other extreme, for those highly cult~red scholars who take chief " 
delight in sweet and expressive simplicity of speech. " I m.~e no : , 
attempt in this essay, so far as my own part of it goes, to set out 
the monosyllabic element alone, althpugh not wholly unwonted 
to that style of writing. In"my judgment-and faith in this m~tter 
is shown by works in much pencil-drivillg for the.press-th~ beSt 
style for the average reader or 'hearer, - in prose compo~iti~n, ' 
brings in use many words from the Latin and Greek, as well as 
from the Anglo-Saxon-or the GotKo-Germanic, as the clumsy 
and needless term of Dr. Weisse is, in his late book, "'!;he Ori-
gin and Destiny · of the English Tongue." The most pleasing 
and effective style, it seems to me, is about equally r.emoved from 
the onlate eloquence of Bancroft or Johnson-and the studied sim-
plicity of Spurgeon or Dickens, to say nothing of the volcanic 
utlerance of such writers as Victor Hugo. The subject, how~ 
ever, may well commend the style. The language of emotion, 
especially that which is angry or pathetic, naturall¥, fiC?wsjn 
monosyIlables. I have never been more impressed by t~ p'ower 
of short words than in the case'of a funeral discourse some y~rs . 
ago by Robert Collyer, of your city, the famous Unitarian di. 
vine. His use of them is spmetimes masterly. In his hands, as 
i'n those of many others before him, notably Ch8l'ies UICK~:lD,:~' 
at times, they make prose-poetry. Last year the ci:litor of 'It . 
western paper bethought him of the possible fitness ofmonosylla-
bles to express the sentiments naturally called out by the Annual 
Decoration Day; and on the morning of that event a "leader" 
on the ~ubject, writte.n almost exclusively in the briefest tel'tnS, 
appeared in his paper. As it ,,:on some Ci:ommendation at the 
.time, it is here reproduced: 
COMMEMORA'l'lON 1)A'I', 
Once a year it is good to have a day with the dead. TIi~ one da, of all ,' 
~e year we give to the brave Men o( the Blue, who have gone hen~ die 
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land of the leal. "Till the heavens be no more, they shall not awake, nor be 
railed out oC their sleep." They are the Dead ot the Great War, the true 
hearts that ceased to throb while the land was in the throes of her dread trial. 
To them, al to U8, liCe was sweet and home was dear. Just as blue were the 
skies that bent above them; just as soft the late spring days ; just as glad the 
.~htl and sounds, the words and works and ways o( peace. But the call 
came, and they heard. They went to do, dare, and die for God, (or maD, (or 
the land we love. They Caced death and laid down life that the soil of South 
and North alike might be free-that the many might be one- . 
"Di~tiDct like the billows, yet one as the sea." 
, They came back, some on their shields, as in the old Greek tale; some with 
their Ihields, but to lay them ofT by and by, and rest with their peers of the 
camp, the march, the field. They were borne on their bier, to 'the tombs 
where they lie, with the tears and sobs of the frieDds who loved and the grief 
. of the land they helped to save and which would have .bound their brow. with 
baya. III this God's·acre they rest iu peace, no more to hear the shriek 0 
abot and ahell, the clash of arms, the rush of the charge. "After life's fitfUl 
fever, they sleep well."-And to·day we go with wreaths and chaplets and 
_ prlands, with dirge and song, with ode and speech, to spend a sad, glad hour 
with the hero.dead.-They may be wept; they should not he mourned. At 
their tomb. we may share the thought of the stricken sire, whose tears could 
not stop the proud vaunt : "I would not exchange my dead son for any living 
ODe in, Christendom '" 
The work which in part they did goes on, The tides of life ebb and flow; 
but still the march of man is to the right, the just, the good, the ttue and pure, 
They did {v.1I ahare of the high task in their own great time : as we stand by 
their pvesln the late hours of this May day, let fresh heart and hope come 
to 111 from them, for the fights we too must wage in fields of duty not less high. 
~m these brave dead we may take the strength that shall move to words 
• and &ell that the world can not well let die. 
A copy: of this unique production was sen t to the Hon. Horatio 
Seymour, ex-Governor of.New York and onceacandidate for the 
Presidency, who had ~~en recently delivered an address before a 
convention of the School Commissioners of the state, at Utica, 
' near his home, upon "The Use of Short . Words." Itelicited 
(rom him a prompt and complimentary reply, of which the fol-
lowing, is part: 
"It ahowl how much can be said, and well said, in short words. While l ' 
would notgo too far in their use, I think we gain much in many ways when we 
, put oar ideas into their clear terms. They help us to think in a right way, as 
• ":eU as to speak or to write in a style which puts what is in our minds in a 
• clear way Into the minds of others." 
Acc.ompanying the lett~r was a package of addresses by this 
distinguished gentleman, all of which largely set forth the mono-
8yllabic element, and two of them are almost exclusively com-
posed of short ~vords. One is .the speech before named; and, as 
it is a curiosity of TIterature which may not be familiar to all 
'readers of the WEEKLV, I beg leave to make a liberal extract 
(rom it, quite as much for the noble content of the words, as for 
the words themselves: 
ThIs world il a great school·house, in which through life we all teach, and 
we aU learn. Here we mUlt Itudy to find out what is good and what is bad, 
• wbat Is true and what is faIse, and thus get realiY to act in some other sphere. 
W.hat 'we are at the end of this life we Ihall be when the next begilll!. We 
must .pare no p.liiu, then, when we teach others or, ourselves. We teach our-
selves by what we hear and read and think-others by our words. We,must 
take care that we think and speak in a way so clear that we do not cheat our· 
selVCI, or mislead others by vague or misty idea,. We must put our thoughts 
Into wordi, aud we must get in a way of uiing these in thought with the same 
can we use when we speak or write to othenl. Words give a hody or fomi 
to oar Ideas, without whicll they are apt to be 10 Coggy that we do not see 
where they are weak or Calse. Wilen we put them Into a body oC words, we 
WIll, as a rule, learn how much of trulh there Is In them, Cor in that form we 
. caD ,tUna them over In our minds. If we write them out, we find that in many 
cue. the Ideas' we thoughtlwe bad hold of . fade away when put in this teat. 
Bat If they prove to be reall lor of value, they are thus not only made 
.il1ear to UI, but they are .in a , sba~ where we caa make them clear .to others. 
'fl. MV" , proof 9f IIpw m~ch we thus pia when we state to othen o}lr 
doubts; for, as a rule, we solve them, when we do this, before we hear w:ha 
they have to say. In most cases what we say to others, not what they say to 
us when we consult them, settles the doubt. 
We must not only think in words, but we must also try to use the best words 
and those which in speech will put what is in our minds into the minds of 
others. This is the great art which those must gain who wish to teach in the 
school, the church, at the bar, or through the press. To do this i~ the right 
way, they should use the short words which we learn in early life, and which 
have the same sense to all classes of men. They are the best for the teacher, 
the orator, and- the poet. If you will look at what has been said in prose or 
in verse, that comes down to us thr~ugh many year., which struck all minds, 
and that men most qu;te, you will find that they are in short words of our own 
tongue. Count them in Gray's Elegy, .which all love to read, and you will 
find that they make up a large share of all that he uses. The English oC our 
Bible is good. Now and then some long words are found, and they always 
hurt the verses in which you find them. Take that which says: "Oh, ye gen-
eration of vipers, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come 1" 
There is one long word which ought 1I0t to be in it, namely, generation. In 
the old version the word "brood" IS used . Read the verse again with this 
term, and you feel its full force: "Oh, ye viper's brood, who hath warned you 
to fiee from the wrath to come ?" 
William H Maynard, a very able man who stood high in his country, and 
his state, alice wrote out a speech for the Fourth oC July in words of one sylla-
ble, save names. His strength was very much due to the fact that in thought 
and speech he made it a rule to use as few words as he could, and those that 
were short and clear. If he had lived out his term of threescore years, he 
would have been known as one of the great men of his state. 
I do not mean to say, that the mere fact that the wi>rd is short makes it 
clear, but it's true that most clear words are short, that most long words we 
get from other tongues, and the mass of men do not know exactly what they 
mean, and I am not sure that scholars alway. get the same ideas from them· 
A word must be used a great deal, 3S short ones are, hefore it means the same 
thing to all. 
Those who wish to teach or to lead others must first learn to think and 
speak in a clear way. The use of long words which we get Crom other 
tongues, not only makes our thoughts and our speech dim and hazy, but it has 
done somewhat to harm the morals of our people. Crime sometimes does not 
look like crime when it is set before us in the many folds of a long word. 
When a man steals, and we call it "dofalcation," we are at a loss to know if . 
it is a blunder or a crime. If he does not tell the truth, and we are told that 
it is a case of "prevarication," it takes us some time to know just what we 
should think of it. No man 'will ever cheat himself into wrong· doing, nor 
will he be at a loss to judge of others, if he thinks and speaks of acts in clear, 
crisp ·terms. It is a good rule, if one is at a loss to know if an act is right or 
wrong, to writ.e it down in a short, straight. out English. 
He who will try to use 'short words and to shun long ones will, in a little 
while, not . only learn that he can do so with ease, but that it will also make 
him more ready in the use of words of Greek alld L~tin origin when lie needs 
tbem. If he tnes to write in words of one syllable, he will find that he will 
run through a great many words to get those he needs. They are brought to 
his mind in his search for those he wants. It is a good way to learn words of 
all kinds. When a man is iD search of one fact. he may be led to look at 
every hook in his library, and thus he finds many things. 
. There is another gain when we try to use only short words. To bring them 
In and keep all others out, we have to take .a great many views of ·the topic 
about which we write or speak. In this way we start many new thoughts and 
ideas that would not otherwise spring up. I am sure, if this plan is tried, men 
will be struck with the many phases brought to their view.of things they study, 
that they would not see if they used words in the usual mode. In this WII-Y 
men not only learn more about words, but more about the topics of which 
they write, for they will not be able to carry out their plan without looking at 
their subject on every side. 
Dr. Johnson loved long words. But when he wrote in wrath to Lord Ches. 
terfield, he broke away from the fogs and clouds and roar of his five-syllable 
terms, and went at his lordship in a way so terse and sharp, that all can see 
that he felt what he said. . 
Love, nor,hate, nor zeal, ever waste thei r force by the use of involved 'or 
long-winded phrases. Short words are not vague sounds which lull us as they . 
fall upon the; ear. They have a clear ring which sbrs our minds or. touches 
our hearts. They hes~ tell of joy. or grief, of rage or peace, of life or death. 
They are f~lt by. all, for their terms mean the. same thing to all men. We 
.. 
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in' youJh; they are on our lips through all days, and we utter them 
to ·tlle cloSe of life. They are the apt terms with which we speak of 
which are high or great or noble. They are the grand words of our 
they.teach u. how the world was mlde. "God said, Let there be 
was light." 
tendency of the poets to use Anglo·Saxon words is a fa -
fad; but the following striking examples may be new to 
. "The bell strikes one. We take no note of time 
Save by its loss ; to give it then a tongue 
Were wise in man." -Young's Nig lzt Thouglzts. 
"Thou may'st, thou shalt ! I will not go with thee! 
. • . • Here I and sorrow sit ; 
Here is my throne; bid kings come bow to it." -King L tar. 
"Thou know'st the first time that we smell the air 
We wawl and cry :-1 will preach to thee ; mark me, 
When we are burn, we cry that we are come 
TO this great stage of fools. This a good block ?" -Ibid. 
"Good friend, thou hast no cause to say so yet, 
But thou shalt have; and creep time ne' er so slow, 
Yet it shall come, for me to do thee good, 
I had a thing to say-but let it go." -Rhhard III. 
"Des~ruction of Sennacherib" furnishes illustrations ot 
same in many lines; as beautifully in these: -
"And the sheen of their speers was like stars on the sea, 
. When the blue waves roll nightly on oleep Galilee ." 
s "Purple Island" is a stanza of seventy words, every 
of which, save a single exception, is a monosyllable. Here 
specimen from it : 
"New light, new love, new life hath bred; 
A life that lives by love, and loves by light; 
A love to him to whom all loves are wed ; 
- A light to whom the sun is darkest night ; 
- E'l.e's light, heart's love, soul's only life He is ; . 
Life IOtil, love, heart, light, eye, and all are HIS; . 
lie ~ye, light, heart, love, soul; He all my joy and bliss." 
examples may be culled in great number from the poets, 
from the ' Bible, which has seventy-eight per cent of 
Saxon words, or f~om Spurgeon, who uses seventy-one per 
or from Dickens, Froude, Bret Harte, Gladstone, and others 
like those named, use over fifty per cent of the monosyllabic 
The most remarkable example, perhaps, is presented 
little of the late Dr, J. Addison Alexander, entitled 
It is highly expressive, though not the most 
instance. It is not apparently spontaneous, like the 
.The mechanics of it are too evident. I must with it close 
hasty notes, all that I have time for to-day: 
I MONOSYLLABICS. 
Think not that strength lies in the big round word ; 
or that the brief and plain must needs be weak. 
To whom can this be true who once has heard 
The cry for help, the tongue that all men speak 
When want, or woe, or fear, is in the throat, 
S<> that each word gasped out is like a shriek 
Pressed from the sore heart, or a strange wild note 
Sung by some fay or fiend? There is a strength 
W1iich dies if stretched too far, or spun too fine ; 
Which has more weight than breadth, more depth than length. 
Let but this force be mine of thought and speech, 
. And he that will may take the sleek fat phrase 
W1iich glows and burns not, though it gleam and shine; 
Light but no heat; a flash without a blaze! 
Nor is it mere strength that the short word boasts. 
It serves of more than fight or storm to tell-
The roar of waves that clash on rock-bound coasts; 
The crash of tall trees when the wild winds swell ; 
1'he roar of guns, the groClS of men that die On bloodostained fields . It has a voice as well 
For them that weep; for them tbat mourn the dead ; 
For them that laugh, and dance, and clap the hands 
To joy's. quick step; as well as griers slow tread. 
-'F6e' sweet plain words we learnt at first keep tune; 
And though the theme be sad, or gay, or grand, 
Willi such, .with all, these m;p.y be made to chime 
In ) hought, or speech, or song, or prose, or rhy~e. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-The price of our Monthly Report Cards has been reduced to sixty cents 
a hundred, post-paid. 
-The publishers of the WEEKLY are glad enough to have the pretty school 
ma'ams marry-if they marry well-but it does seem as though more than 
the usual number are asking us to change the address of their papers. Wha t 
does it mean? • ~ 
-Dipsotnania is the curse of humanity. Whatever tends to cure it-is a 
blessing. Direct and indirect sufferers lrom this bane will do well to consult 
Dr. D'Unger, at the Palmer House, Chicago. 
-:~e frequently have application from subscribers for aid in procuring 
posItions to teach musIc. We would refer all such to Dr. Eben Tourjee, 
Conductor of the New England Musical Bureau, Iloston, Mass. 
-Letter-copying is, to most business men, a burdensome necessity. What-
ever diminishes this burden will be appreciated. The testimonials of the . 
LaBt/lt Copying B ook and Ink show it to be efficient and with the minimum 
of labor required. It can be seen at 93 Clark street, Chicago, Ill. 
-Our read~rs' attention is called to the advertisement of the New England ' 
Normal Musical Institute, to be held in Boston for a term of five weeks, 
commencing July '10, where special attl:actions are offered for such as desire 
to combine pleasure and study. A large corps o( Boston's most eminent 
musical professors and lecturers will be in attendance. Boston claims tIiat 
It possesses the lovliest suburban drives of any city in the country; daily 
steamer,sails on to the open ocean ; and is within from one to two Bonn' 
steam·car rides of the most celebrated watering.places. Very few cities can 
offer _such attractions, to gay nothing of the advantages offered by the Institute. 
- A county superintendent in Iowa writes us as follows; " Your valuable 
paper comes to us regularly. OU\' teachers are well pleased with it. Please 
do not get into the habit of holding out fals< inducements for subscribers, as 
some journals did last year." We do not know to what "inducements" our 
friend refers. It certainly cannot be to our offer of premiums, for there is 
nothing in the world more genuiue. Last year we offered the WEEKIlY ~ 
y tars, the Inttr-Octan two ytars, and a new copy .of Webster's Unabridged 
Dictionary, latest edition, for twd-llt dollars. This offer was also genuine,and: 
we sent out a good many dictionaries in accorclance with it. Whether any 
other journal has been holding out " false inducements" or not we do 'nol-
know. In our offer of premiums we mean what we say,' and are s~ding out ' 
some very valuable. books-among them Cooley's Blackstone, '13,. and 
.Carey's Social Science, $10, aud many other valuable and high-priced works. 
-Prof. L. S. Thompso'u annnunces to those ' intending to be present at hi 
Summer School of Drawing and PenmanshIp, at Purdue University, La· 
fayette, Ind., that in response to a general wish of his. patrons the school wiH· 
begin June 30, instead of July 7. If it is impossible for some members of 
the class to be present then, they should come as soon after as possibl~, and 
extra care will be taken to make up to them their loss. In additio~ t~ the . 
course as heretofore announced, the Principles of Caricature and Comic 
Drawing will be explained. The prospect for an enthusiastic class is better ' 
than ever before. Teachers should he leaders of public sentiment in favor of 
Drawing, and we trust they will show their appreciation of the oppotunitY, 
here afforded, by early appli cation to Prof. Thompson for a place in his class. 
He is one of the foremost instructors in that subject to be found in the West. 
-~eating is a necessity in every occupied room in this latitude d~ 
two·thuds of the year. Air is gO related to life and health ~t its purity and 
proper temperature are of universal interest. How to warm and ventilate 
our public and private buildings is a vital question. In this ' issue will be 
found a~ advertisement of Richardson, Boynton &> Co., to which ~ we chee1'-
fully call attention. This is the oldes~ and largest establisliment . in America . 
devoted exclusively to appliances for heating aud ventilating. Mr. BOY:1\IoII, ~ 
a scientific and practical mechauic, has given his personal supervision to the 
manufacturing department {or fully forty years. The ~irm pride tliemse1ve. 
not only upon the accuracy of the principles involved in the construction 'of 
their F~rnaces, but also in the excellent . quality of the materiar employed. 
The th,rty thousand Boynton's Furnaces 10 approved use testify that they sat-
isfy public requirements. - We have known many. hearty endorsements of 
Boynton's Furnaces, not only from School·men and Churchmen but from 
citizens who had tes.ted them ~n pri,:,ate dwellines as well as public'buildings. 
Ex-State Supt. Searing, of WlSconslD, and Ex·City Su~. J, L. Pickard give 
this Furnace their unqualified approval. "Boynton's VenUlating School-
Room Heater" is well established in popltlar favor. The Western ~ 
are Messrs. Walls & Manny, 84 Lake Street, Chij:8go. From pc!nonaI.Jmowl-
edge, we assert that they are thoroughly reliable, courteous, and Iionorabllli 
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Practical Department.}-, ___ .,. 
ON TEACHING ·SPELLING. 
WALLACE E. MATHER, MINNESOTA., 
IN teaching children to read, something no doubt may be said in favor of each of the methods in use. The alphabet method 
does sometimes secure good resulIs; so certainly does the word 
method, the objection to the former as compared with the latter 
being that it is more arbitrary and less reasonable, and that it is 
better to get an idea and then get a sign for it than to get a sign 
and then the meaning of it; still, to children who are constantly 
seeing the sign and the idea connected it does not make so very 
-much difference which is learned first. But what would be 
thought of a metpod which taught the signs and did not even at-
tempt to give the ideas which belong to them-a method which 
taught words without the meanings of them? The old a-b ab, 
sounds, for they were not words, have gone out of use, happily, 
but another practice quite a~ bad has not gone ·out. I meall the 
teaching of children of a foreign tongue ' to spell English words 
without learning the meaning of them, and to read in the Eng-
lish reading-books, while many of the words are meaningless 
sounds. " 
We have a great many Norwegian children in this state. Many 
of the country schools are largely composed of them. They come 
to school, and the first thing that IS done a spelling lesson is 
given them. They are not unapt at learning, and get good les-
sons, but just think what a good lesson means I Learning to spell 
twenty words without having the least idea what any of them 
mean. Crag":"Drag-Snag, etc. "Yes, that is right; you may 
take as much more for next time." It is a very helpless sight to 
lICe a teacher going through this, day after day, simply because 
getting spelling lessons is the regulation thing, and he does not 
know: what else to do: 
I went into a school the other day where this work was, at least 
to some extent, being,done. I asked: "Do you think these pupils 
know the' English names for most of the common objects around 
this room?" .The teacher said: "No." 
Perhaps they knew more than he tliought. But r said to him: 
"Let us take three things that you think they do not know 'Eng-
lish words for, and see if we can not teach them to the whole 
schoo!." So I took, with his concurrence, stove, glas~, and nail. 
With my hand on the stove it was of course easy for us all to have 
the common idea.. Then I gave them the English word for the 
idea. Some of them knew it al.read r ; then came last the spellir.g ; 
t~e spelling and pronouncing being repeated in various ways. 
We spent ten or fifteen minutes on those three words ; some no 
doubt did n~t learn them, some forgot the~, but as an experi-
ment I waS satisfied with it. I am sure that a part of the spelling 
could with very great advantage be superseded by this object 
method. The Norwegian child wants to learn to use the English 
language. Spelling it is only a very limited part. Encourage 
the Ult of the words in every legitimate way. If pupils do not 
use Engl,ish amongst themselves at recess, offer to make the re-
ceea 10n.el' if they will. Offer inducements, and follow almost 
any plan, whether It is according to the customary (orms or not, 
to have \ tbem use, English words, for remember that one word 
really brought into a child's power so that he can command it 
for his service is worth ten words' that he can simply spell; and 
one new wor4 e~h day is quite a vocabulary at the end of the 
term. 
IMITATION IN READING. 
T. W. CRISSEY, Flint, Mich. 
A mistake is made by some in:their greatJear of "imilation" in 
reading. There is perhaps no other subject in which imitation 
may more safely be allowed occasionally; yes, frequ~ntly. 
T.he. proper qualities and tones of voice can be acquired~only 
by ImItation. Who would think of teaching singing without 
singing himself, to give his pupils proper models? 
A pupil who has learned by. imitating to read a selection prop-
erly-the drill having been:s.ccompanied by careful and apt sug-
g:-,tions and questions as to the reasons for the changes of pitch, 
the inflections, the varying tones, the rate of movement, degrees 
of loudness, etc.,-will be, by thesingle exercise, better prepared 
to take up, and render intelligently and well another selection 
than he possibly could be by spending thrice the time in his ow~ 
unassisted guess-work. Teachers, do not be afraid .to read to 
your pupils, provided you can read WZ'tll spin't and understanding. 
' HOW TO SECURE OBEDIENCE. 
To I'" Edilors of Ihe Wetkly: 
In answer to Question 13, Practical Department of EDUCA-
TIONAL WEEKLY, No. ~18, I wiII give a simple expedient which 
I will warrant to cure the most stubborn and chronic ca~e of dis-
obedience on record, without regard to sex. 
If a pupil refuses obedience and the circumstances are such that 
I d:> not wish to use muscular iorce, I let that pupil know that 
the work of the school will never move an inch till I am oBeyed. 
That weapon, if rightly used, is more effectual in the hands of 
a feeble woman, than Hercules' club in the grasp of a giant. I 
wish every teacher knew how to use it. 
MAPLE VALLEY, June 2, 1879. 
E. W. MOORMAN. 
CAUSES OF. FAILURE. 
SUPT. MARV ALLEN WEST. 
In visiting schools I have noted some causes of failure which I will enumer. 
ate here, because they may exist in other schools, and parents or directors 
may not be conscious of their existence. 
I. Hiring a teacher holding only a second grade certificate for a school of. 
advanced scholars. Directors are required by law to know what branches are 
taught in their schools; knowing this, they ought to hire teachers accordingly. 
I am particutar to mark upon the certificate the scholarship of the holder, 
their age, and the number of months they have taught, on purpose 0."; 
directors may know these things when they hire teachers., and act under-
standingly. 
2 . Attempting to make bricks without straw, to leach without n.ecesaary 
appliances. I very seldom find a schoolroom now without plenty of hlack. 
boards, but I have found several wilhin the past week without maps, dicti~ 
My, or even a register. To require a teacher to work WIthout these necdsu, 
tools is a wasteful expenditure of teaching force . . A good map hung in the 
schoolroom and well used, will do more to teach geography than any amollUt 
of text· books without the map. 
As a general thing primary geographies' are an abomination. The words 
in them are too big for the children and the maps too little. Neither convey 
much meaning to tl\e child, so the study is only a weanness. But we never 
yet saw a class of little peopfe who were not interested in a map. exerciSe. . 
IllStead of buying these mincemeat geographies for your children, have the 
school house well supplied with maps, and see to it that the teacher makes 
good use of them. The children will thus learn and remember the founda. 
tion facts in geography before they can read well enough to learn them from 
text-books. When they can ,read well, put them into one good text-book to 
Ieam descriptive geography., have them learn this thoroughly, and then drop 
it and take up some other study. In m?st , chools destitute of maps, dictioDal)' 
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an excuse for the deficiency in 'the shape of remains of 
~foil .• fol~'n!)tbi.jIg, but expensive apparatus, purchased years.ago. For ex am-
in' one school lacking even a register or a bell, I found the remains of 
old orrery; in another those ·of the stereopti~on, on which directors had 
away $65 of school money. Now, because years ago somebody did 
foolish thihg, directors refuse to buy the most necessary things for their 
TIlis is-a very poor excuse ; much as if a man, because he had once 
a foolish bargain and bought that for which be had no need, should 
after refuse to buy bread for his children, If a district has once been 
upon by having its directors buy a stereopticon, the remedy is to elect 
lMf ... oIors ~ith enough good bus.iness sense not to buy things for ' which the 
no use, but to buy those which are imperatively· needed for its 
efficiency. 
. LlLck of uniformity of text-books. In every school but one of the nine 
last week, I found it necessary to call attention of directors to the fact 
their school was 'an unnecessary number of classes cau.sed by diversity 
In most of these schools I .have done the same thing before, 
it bas had budittle effect. Treasurers will please look into this matter in 
townsbips and not pay any public money to schools which are thus per-
violating the plain directions of the law concerning uniformity of 
The contrast between thqse scbools which do carry out tbe pro· 
of tbe law 'in Ihis respect' and those tbat do not is so marked that a 
to them will convince anyone of the wisdom of tbis provision. I bon-
believe tbat mQre time, and consequently more money, is wasted, by fail-
carry out the law in regard to uniformity of text-books, than in any 
way.-Galesburg R epublican- R epsler. 
PROPOSED COURSE OF STUDY-CHICAGO SCHOOLS. 
GRADED COURSE IN MUSIC. 
Grade- T".ory. Recognize the staff, G clef, an1i read the syllables 
in the key Df C, written upon the Treble staff with quarter notes. 
I. Tbe scale and Tonic Arpeggio by syllable and Ah. 2 . Sol-
€), consisting of tbe sc.ale and Tonic Arpeggio, or parts of the same 
with D~; t time, usin~ quarter and half notes. 3. Song. by imi· 
Grade- T"eory. Bar, double bar, quarter and hall notes,. and 
lines and spaces of the st~ff. Read syllables in C from line below 
Piano, Mezzo, f time. 
. I. . S ,Ifeggio in U, f time, quarter and half notes, all sounds and 
Arpeggio. 2. Song. by imitation. One half of the' iongs taugbt 
notes, sa"De time and intervals as solfeggio. 
Grade-T"tory. Letters upon the staff, from line below to. line 
Keys .Df C and G, t and f time. Pianissimo, Forte, Pause or Hold, 
SoJfeggio in C, G, C and G, t· and f tIme, all seconds and 
2. Songs in same keys. time and intervals as solfeggio. 
Grad.- -Theory: . Key of F, Moderato, Allegro, t whDle note, 
and whole or measure rest . 
I. S ,1feggio in C, G, F, C and G, and C and F, t , t. t time 
and two. part~,. interval> Df seconds;.thirds, and fou,rth~. 2 . Songs with 
time, parts, and intervals. same as solfeggio. 
G,.ade-Theo,y. Key of D, Allegretto, Crescendo, Half rest. 
I. Solfeggio in C, G, D , F, C and F, C and G, and G and D, 
one and two parts, intervals of seconds, tbirds, fourtbs, and fiftbs . 
........ ' ... . WllII 'keys, time parts and intervals same as solfeggio. . 
Grade- Theory. Key of B fllt, Andante , Diminuendo, Dotted 
Base on F clef. , 
I. Solfeg!tio in C, G, D, F, B fllt, C and G, G and D, C and F, 
II flat", t, t time, one, two, and three parts, all intervals of scale. 
with keys, time, parts, and intervals same as in solf~ggio . 
Grade- T"eory. , Keys of A and E flat, AccellerandD i . 1-, . ' * 
eightb and sixteentb nDte. . 
I . Solfeggio in C, G, D, A, F, Bflat,and E flat, and in all keys of 
i« tbe first degree; all varieties of time of the grade and all 
of tbe scale. 2 . Song. , with contents same as solfeggio. 
Gr~Theory. Key. of Ii and A Bat, all musical terms and 
used in the solfeggiD and songs. 
I. &,lfeggio in all keys ~f tbe grade and of those of these 
the fint degre~. ; 2. Songs, with contents like the solfeggio. 
OUTLINE 'OF DRAWING. 
S fCond Grade.-Slate. Rigbt lines ; angIeR; triangles ; parall~lograms . 
Definite lengths; divisions of lines ; distance. Free-hand outline from copy 
on black-board. Dictation of right lines and simple figures. Original com· • 
bination of rigbt lines. Black-board drawing. 
Thir.,d Grade. -Slates or paper. Cards. Copying f~om cards and black. 
board. Practice in enlarging. Dictation of right line figures. Original 
combination of right lines. Memory lessons . Black·board drawing. 
Fourl" Grade.-Paper ana small Drawing Books. Definitions of right ,. 
lines; triangles; parallelograms. Dictation of rigbt and simple curved line 
figures. Memory lessons. Design. Black·board drawing. 
Fift" Grade.-Drawing Book. Definition of geometric figures and curves 
used. Dictation of concentric figures and designs. Memory lessons. Design . 
Black-board drawing. 
Sixl" Grade.-Drawing Book. 
curves used. Dictation of objects 
Black-board drawing. 
Definition of geometric figures and 
and figures. Memory lessons. Design. 
Swetzl" Grade.-Drawing Book. Definition of forms and terms used. 
Dictation of conventionalized forms and figures. Memory lessons. Design. 
Black-board drawing. 
EigM" Grade.-Drawing Book. Object drawing. Definitions of forms 
and terms used. Dictation.of ornamental forms and figures. Memory les-
sons. Design. Black-board drawmg. . , 
CORRESPONDENCE: 
T HOSE NEW AND ORIGINAL THEORIES. 
Tol"e Edilors of I"e Weekly : 
By your quotations from "New and Original T he9ries," etc., in the WEEK· 
LY (Numbers 117 and 118), witbout dissent, some of your readers, no doubt, 
will be induced to believe tbat you approve $be statements quoted. It .might 
be profitable, therefore, to propound to you a few questions, \he disc~ion 01 
whicb, in the WEEKLY, would assist its readers to form a just estimate <if such 
of tbe author's views as have been quoted. 
Passing the first paragraph as containing nothing but tbe. recognized theory 
on tbe subject, somewbat befogge(l, it is true; by the peculiar verbiage o( the 
author, I would first call attention to tbe second paragrapb, which is, obvi· 
ously, not true. The d.octrine of tbe conservation of energy requires no such-
i"nterchange be.tween any two particular bodies as is here asserted. 
In tbe third paragrapb, our author asserts that "Tire ·apparent lirightness -of 
the sun is owing to tbe aggregation of tbe 93,000,000 miles of this fluid pres-
ent between the sun and earth." 
Now if tbis quotation means anytbing different from the accepted theory of 
ligbt, will you please explain what he means by "the aggregation of 93,000,000 
miles of fluid ?" . ' 
In his fourth paragraph he says : "There is no ligbt reflected from the • 
mDon to the eartb, or viet versa. The light is the 'result of illuminating the • 
static vito.magnetic 'fluid of our atmospbere."-Now, Mr. Edit"r, will you 
please explain the idea, if any, in tbis last quotation, and if you succeed in 
throwing any ligM upon it, I will have more questions to 'ask. 
D ES MOINES, I OWA, June I, 1879. . J. E. HENDRICKS •• 
In regard to the "New and Original Theories concerning tne, 
Great Physical Forces," we have nothing t<! say for or againsb" , 
·and do not wish to enter upon a controversy on the subject.. At 
the expense of some time and labor we presented the views of tne 
author as a substitute for a r.eview of l1is boo~, as fairly and fully , 
as our space would allow. · We,d'ld so because we think ther~ 'is 
somethil:g in the work, but ~ust ~ha1;, we are ,not prepared to 
state. We shall be delighted, however., if our correspondent will 
give a revie;w of our review, whereupon we shall again take ·up ' 
the subject or let the author of the w0rk speak for himself. 'We 
are not championing the ~heories . :At presenf we cl.esire only to 
see. fair play. We would say, however,.in defense of the title, ' 
that the ex!.r.ession "New and Origina~" sh~uld not be str.ained 
to imply that all the ideas" postulates, inductions OF , d.eductions_ 
are new. 
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THE STATES. 
WISCONSIN.-Rev. S. Lugg, of Bay View, will deliver the annual sermon 
before the officers and students of Albion Academy, and the editor of these 
notes will deliver the annual address. 
. There is one school in Kenosha county that hasfour kinds of Second read-
ers. What have the advocates of uniformity been about to permit such a 
book-agents' paradise to spring up? 
The Pewaukee hig14 school enrolls 33 memhers and reports 43 cases of 
tardlnea for the past month. Where's "Father North 1" 
Deaf-and.Dum\> Asylum Williams has been acquitted at Green Bay, but his 
acboolls hopefulIr broken up. _ 
T6e following Is the opening sentence of a "savage" criticism upon Prmci· 
. pal Rood'i educatiQnal column in the Pewaukee Standard: "It is with ex-
trome delicacy and reluctance that this. scribe ventures a criticism on your 
educational column, the moral precepts of which should be egregious and 
valid-pregnant with truth for the guiding of young thoughts in the right 
direction." Shades of Blair and Whately! "Egregious and valid!" No won-
der he desplles Joseph Cook and admires the California Constitution. So does 
Denny Kearney. 
~ The State Deaf and Dumb school at Delavan closed on the loth inst. The 
examination relults are to be preserved for the inspection of visitors. 
The children of the primary department of the Elkhorn schools, the day 
before Decoration Day, went in a body and decorated the graves of for~er 
members of their classes: It was pronounced 'by all who witnessed it, a very 
affecting ceremony. 
The air II full of reports of closing exercises of every description, from the 
"Prlmaryl' In the public school to the University 'at the head of all our schools. 
From thl! 16th to the r9th IDit. will be gi~en to the various exercises ending 
: the achool·year in the Whitewater Norma I. Preliminary to the granting of 
certificates and diplomas, the Committ,ee of the Regents for examination of 
pciuatlng claBIes has a11eady apent two and a half days with the forty candi-
datOI In this school. The examination was oral and supplementary to the 
proYIOUI written examination by the Faculty, and the Itvtroy ana lu6lrae/im 
applied by the committee Indicate that the standard of qualification is going 
up!n a marked manner. The commiuee is composed of W. H. Chandler, 
JIUJICS MacAlilter, and State Superintendent Whitford-three men not partic· 
nlarly liable to be deceived by any mere smaUering or sham. PlaUevilie is the 
victim, this week, and O.bkoil! and River Falls will be taken in order. 
.Afull State Certificate with us has an enviable eminence and value, and the 
Normal School "parchment" ought to be second to no teacher's document in 
the state. 
The Bay View schools are in good condition and are about to wind up the 
year with considerable telal. Principal L. Funk and his valuable assistant, 
MIN Clay, have been in their pl,!cel for the past six years, and so we have 
anotb.or emphasizing of the doctrine of permanency •. 
'rho doe tax In 1h11 \tate gOel'lnto the di»trict school fund and enough dogs 
are l\lted In' a district of JefFmon county to neafly defray the entire cost Of 
th, IUmmer term 01 Ichool. ' 
. N .... ly every leat it taken In the O.koah Normal'SchOtlI. 
Prest. Bucam deUyc)'I the annual sermon before the Young Mens' Christian 
~ocIatIon of Milton ' College. Tne comlllencement occurs Wedn~chy 
foro,noqn, Jul)' ad, and the Alumni ~Ion and dinner in the afternoon. 
'. Prost. Groaory, of Lake Forest qnlverlity, delivers the annual address at 
CarrolI College this year, on Thursday, June 26. This school graduates '" 
dass of seven, four gentlemen and three ladies. The last three days of the 
term are devoted to public oral examination of the classes. 
The Milwaukee high school has enrolled 200 pupils for the full four years 
course, and the grammar ; chools will send forward about as many more at 
the end of the year, and the question is how to find accommodations. 
The State Superintendent has c:lUnter;igned 26 diplomas of graduates ·of· 
the University and 36 of the Normal Schools during the past year. 
The Normal School department of the MIlwaukee schools has o~ly fifteen 
pupils. The course is one year long and strietly prvfessional. That they 
will be well prepared gues without saying. when it is remembered that Miss 
Stewart still !Danages the department. 
INDlANA.-One graduate frbm the Mishawaka high school June 6. 
Prof. D. S. Jordan has accepted the chair of Natural Science in the State 
University, made vacant by the resignation of Prof. Owen. It IS understood 
that two other professorships are to be filled before the open ing of next term. 
Indianapolis high school commencement June 18; number of gradUatea 
forty-four. ' ~ 
W. A. Jones, President of the State Normal School, has again resigned, on 
account of ill·health. In November last he first tendered his resignation, but 
its acceplance was refused, and he w':s given leave of absence from his post 
in the hope that his health might be restored and his valuable servic,OS pro-
longed. His physician now decides that nOlhing but entire freedom frolll 
labor and care will save his life, and his resignation will be accepted at the 
end of the school year. ' 
MICHIGAN.-Albion College holds its commencement June 19. 
A kindergarten institute will be held at Ionia, July 7-,8, under the direc ' 
lion of Miss M. H. Ross, of Columbus, Ohio. 
N. H. Walbridge, princip~l of the Cedar Springs union school, and all hi 
assistant teachers have been invite£! by the school board to remain next year. 
The teachers' association of northern Kent counly met at Rockford, Mar 
23. The essayists and instructors were G. M. Sprout, James Chalmers;- R:ev. 
L. F. Waldo, MiSs May Sprague, N. H. Walbfldge, .and Dr. Thos. Addlacn.-
Many of the teachers w~re 10 attendance, a~d much interest was manifested. 
Superintendents J. C. Jones of East Saginaw, O. G. Owen of Lapeer; and 
C. A. Sanford of Lansing have been reengaged for next year. 
Prof. Hennequin's work on the "Relation of English to French," intended 
as a substitute for "Readers," is ready for the market, and a large number of 
copies have already been sold. 
Prof. Tyler's "History of English Literature" will be used as a text-book 
in the State University next year. 
As the State University faculty committee, appointed to secure a commence-
ment speaker, have at the last moment been disappointed in securing any Of. 
the gentlemen they had expected to, Presi"'~nt Angell has consented to perl 
form that duty, and Dr. Cocker will deliver the baccalaureate sermon. " • 
Rev. Nathanael We~t, of CiQcinnati, 0., cia" of 1846. has accep~ed ~ 
invitation ,to deliver the address before the alumni of the Michigan University 
this year. -
Olivet C)liege commencement occurs ' June 19. Rev. W. L. G~, or ' 
Hartford, Conn., will deliver the annual alldress before the literary ,societiea 
June 18. Rev. J. E. Roy, Atlan'a, Ga., will deliv.er the annual ~ermon.berore 
the coll<ge Missionary society. . 
The annual reports of the various school districts in the state for the year 
ending Sep. 2, 1878, rc;ceived by the Superintendent of Public Instru etion, have 
been properly classified, their errors and imperrections corrected, and the re-
sults tabulated. The comparative footings for the two years 1877 and ~878 
are full of interest, and are given in the following items. These figures are 
the only complete and authentic o,nes yet'publi.hed: Number of towns and 
cities in the slate, 1,064, being the same as the previous year. Number or 
townships and cities from which reports were-received, 1,051, being 21 more. 
Numher of school districts, 6,094, being 47 n;o.ore. Number of children_ be. 
tween 5 and 20 y~ars of age, 476,806, being 7,362 more, and showing a prop. 
able increase of the total population of the state (on a basis of estimate w~i!lli 
has heretofore proved s)1rprisingly correct) of about 22,000. Number. of 
children w.ho attel'ded the school during the year. 359,702, being 2,583 more. 
Percentage of attenft.ance, 75-4- Average time of schools kept, 'I and 5'.10" 
u)I)nths, an increase of 1-10 of a month. Number of ungraded schools, 5.7fi/. 
being 95 more. Numbe~ of graded schools, 347, being 52 more. N.umher or 
visits to the schools by directors, 15,ag8, being 841 less .. Num}>er~f visita ~ 
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~jAiJleriDtE'nd,enllS, 11,969, being 54 more. Number of male teachers, 
Number of female teachers, 9,467, being 247 more. 
of teachers, 13,383, being 382 more. 
year of the Ypsilanti schools ends June 20, but the graduating 
be po;tpJned until the new building is ready for occupation 
of August), and will form part of the dedicatory exercises. 
"ila.!~illg class consist> of four young ladies. 
attending the ,cl~se of the school year at the Ypsilanti 
June 20 and continue through June 25· 
State Agricultural College has a creamery in full operatio"n. 
all the work. 
)Ilanbal~to'wn public schools closed last week. 17 graduates. 
Nash, of Des Moines, refuses to accept the Greenback nomina· 
·Superintendent. 
Hurd, of Burlington, will deliver the annual oration before the 
students of the Des Moines University. 
of a novel written by an Iowa lady, living in Clarksville, is "High 
frlleCkhilgt(>D, agen~ for Appleton & Co, has placed "Choice T houghts" 
Edward Cook, of 1. B. T . & Co., has sent us the Normal 
of Study and Note Book for 1879. 
Issue of the U~ivtrsity Rtporttr contains Mr. L". Follette's prize 
011 "Iago" published in full. . . 
Moillax, pf the University class of '78, has been elected pnnclpal of 
high school. . 
L. Pinkham, formerly of the University faculty, now of Hampton, 
CC;IIlDty, is_ engaged in farming and stock-raising in Hancock and 
counties. 
Pickard and Mllioun, and Superintendents Lyman and Mapel 
al1estioDI-What is the Legitimate Range of Public School Studies 
1,000 to 3,000 inhabitants? in the June number of the Iowa 
~:r&A~Ulltillg class of the Wilton high school expressed considerable dis-
valedictori..:n selected, but a threat from the board of directors in 
giving, of diplomas subdued the spirit of rebellion. 
says that five. schools in Hardin county bave been closed on 
diphtheria. 
he anyhow? \Ve JDean the Democratic candidate for Supt. of 
The Iowa City Prm calls him Irwin Baker, of Ma~as"a 
DILVc,np,~rt Dmlocrat flourishes the name of Irvin Baker of Warrm 
Ihe MI. Pleasant Fru Pr.ss thinks it must be Erwin Baker, of 
county. Now,gentlemen, this is too bad. Then .too, just thin~ ~f 
lRepubli~ may nominate O. H. Baker, of Indianola. But It IS 
DOnO borrow any trouble on that score. 
C. NSlurse, of Des Moin,es, is the orator before the literary societies 
COllegl! at the coming commencement. ' The class that graduates 
, Lucien Eaton, of St. Louis, has just closed a brief, but exceed-
COllrse ~f lectures- on Constitutional law to the Iowa College 
courses, whlcb were highly appreciated by the Faculty and 
town, as well as by the students. The College has just received 
valuable addition to its library of books on Christian evidences, 
an Eastern lady. P~of. S. G. Barnes s.,iled last Saturday for Eu-
&9ne till the fall teom. , 
exercises at Cedar Falls June 6 ; two graduates. Peof. Mc· 
_esenletl the diplomas -in a very appropriate speech. 
_r ..._l.", closed yesterday; Waterloo celebrates to·moarow. 
teachers are invited to attend the Wisconsin 
}.ssocwion at La Crosse. Reduced rates' on several railroads in 
secured, the same as in Wisconsin. . 
of the Minnes01a Institute have arranged with Dr. H. M. 
Connecticut Institute for feeble minded children, to come on 
of tli'e class about to be organized in Faribault. 
_ .' .... 'n"ll.· state Geologist, bas just completed a geological survey 
","_,-;;"_"tv and a ~mall portion of the northwest comer of Wabasba 
Board oC Education bas decided to reduce their course of 
m~lhIIrtec:n to twelve" years. Greek will be dropped from the high 
the close of this term. 
schools Iiave been partially determined as follows: 
""oheIS1in, the Higb School, 160 per month, which is the same as 
beretofore paid. Teachers of Language in the High School, 170 per month, 
the same as heretofore paid. Teachers in Grammar schools, 155 per month, 
a reduction 01 five dollars per montb. Teachers in Secondary Schools,I55 
per month, a reducti~n of five dollars per montb. Teachers in Primary 
Schoob, A and B Grades, $45 per month, a reduction of five dollars per 
month. Teachers in Primary Schools, C and D grades, $40 per mODth, a re-
duction of ten dollars per montb. No action was taken relative to the salaries 
of Superintendent and Principal. The total reduction tbus far made, pro-
vided the old teacbers are reelected, amounts to $1,950 per annum. By reso-
lution the salaries of new teachers were fixed at fifteen per cent below the 
above rates, provided tbat notbing in the resolution sbouM prevent the Board --
from paying the maximum salary to any teacber of successful expericnce. 
Four teacbers were reelected, namely: Prof. J . J. Hillmer, teacber of lan-
guages, at a salary of $70 per month ; Miss L. M. Benney, assistant in High 
School, at $60 per montb ; Miss S. E . Dow, assistant in High School, at ,60 
per month ; Miss K ate Bacon, assistant in High School, at $60 per month. 
ILLI NOIS.-Eleven students were graduated frof!' tbe Elgin high scbool 
June 5. The vaiedictorian, Miss Maggie A. Oates, is colored, and was chose 
by ber class for that honor. 
Th~ largest class ever graduated from Princeton high school received their 
diplomas June 6. The class numbered 26. 
Six students graduated at the Tuscola high school June 6. ' 
Miss West, superintendent of Knox county, says in her educational de-
partment of tbe Galesburg Rtjlublican-Rtgist~r that the enbre corps of teach-
ers in Yates City bave been reengaged with no change in salaries. Maquon 
retains he ... teachers, with the exception of Miss Will, who goes to reside with 
ber parents in Kansas. Knoxville retains the same teachers with the excep-
tion of Mrs. Chaffee, who goes to Noeth Abingdon. South Abingdon has em-
ployed a stranger, Mr. Rachley, in Mr. Strode's place. Miss Christiancr and 
Miss Marsball are retained. Miss Josie ' Dunshee, late of Abingdon College, 
takes the grammar room. Mr. Roberson, late of St. Augustine, is engaged at 
Avon'; Mrs. Roberson takes the Primary department. Wataga retains Mr. 
Roberts as principal and Miss Wilks in the Intermediate roolli. Miss Mary 
Dolan takes the Primary room. Oneida has bired Mr . Graham, of Ipava, -
as principal. Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Temple take the Victoria schools next year. 
Mr. Bates goes from Avon to Lewistown. Prof. Crow is retained ~t Elm-
wood for next year. -
Fifteen graduates from Decatur high school June 6, eleven young ladies and 
four young gentleman. ' 
The Governor approved the bill rivising and amending the school law. It 
contains one very objectionable feature, that which permits fifty voters of a 
district to call for a vote on the abolition of the higb scbool each year. This 
clause, appended as a proviso at the 1ast moment, must be done away with 
at the next session of the legislature. 
Tbe compulsory educatiou bill at last failed to become a law, th')ugh it was 
ordered to a third reading in tbe Senate. 
NobOdy knows what became of the text_book bill. ' 
Th~ fifth anniversary and commencement of the Soutbern Illinois Normal 
University took place in tbe halls of the Normal building at Carbondale, May· 
25-9· They began with the annual sermon ot the graduates on Sunday, by 
the Principal. His topic was a simple exhortation "To Persevere Amid the 
Common Discouragements of Life. and Look for Satisfaction Hereafter." 
The examinations occupied three days, and the literary societies improved-
two evenings in tbe usual display of orations, essays, declamations, mosic, • 
etc., etc.-young-men and young women doing their very best. COmmence-
ment was Tbursday, and brougbt crowds of all ages to hear and see. It was 
a memorable occasion and creditable for two reue>ns-the small nomber of 
graduates-four only-and for the entbuslasm manifested in Normal educa-
tion. The Principal improved the gathering to make an argument in favor of 
tbese scbools, said to be among his best sayings. A request has been made 
for its publication, but -no one yet knows his conclusion. Certainly informa- ' 
tion on this matter sh,ould be circulated. The address noted the general 
advantages of such seminarie8 and incidentally the objections to them. The 
four graduates are Andrew C. Burnett, George H . C. Farmer, Ida M. Mc-
Creery, Lyman T . Phillips. Owing to an extension of the cow:s'e Iff study at 
the beginning of the; year, many who would have graduated' on the old ' 
shorter requirements, remain another year; and a large class"may be expected 
next commencement. The S:chriol has been doing a YaM woflt in Southern 
Illinois, and is gro~ing slowly and sure1y in popularity and influence. .. 
" 
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CHICAGO NOTES. 
The teachers who have not received any pay for more than four months 
should now and f(.rever cease th-eir complainings. True, many suffer the em-
barraasment of breakfasting-when they do breakfast-under the glances of 
lOur· visaged landladies, and some have to walk to school for want of a nickel to 
pay car fare; but what of that? Is there not a new plate about to be engraved 
from which their scrip will be printed? 
The following is a verbatim copy of an extract from the composition of a 
boy in a North Side school: 
"In school we learn to read, write, spell, draw, sing and numbers. We 
have some kind teachers and cross teachers some hit a lot and other do not 
hit a tall. I like to go to school because we can learn a great deal by cross 
teachers and by good the same." 
That child is a pbilosopher. Moreover, the above example, once for all, 
Ihould convince those who nre sceptical as to the value of early composition-
writing by children in our schools, of their delusive and fatal error. But we 
fear that the child is "giving us away" on the matter of corporal punishment. 
It il'only a year or two since we heralded to the world that we had a school. 
system of 50,000 children, in which corporal punishment was permitted, but 
never practiced. How is it with us now? 
Last year there were three Democratic ptincipals in the schools, to wit: 
the principal of the carpenter, the principal of the Kinzie, and the principal 
of the Washington; but tbis yenr this corporal's guard has become a platoon 
of Democratic schoolmasters. Ttmpot'a mulanlur ,I mul",mut' in iI/is. 
Next year the Yankee pedae;ogues of Chicago will be Hio,mior,s Hio,mis 
ipris. To hring about metamorphosis, or metempsychOSIS, or a change !If 
heart, or the turning of a coat, or whatever you may call it, the wand of a 
witch, or the ~pell of a magician, is not a circumstance to the inherent potency 
of a Democratic victory. 
In this connection, it may be well to say that those who think that ~ Dem-
ocratic ·adminiltration il likely to sustain imbecility in school mnnagement, 
were never more ,mistaken in their lives. The,incoflling members will be 
positive and keen. Twenty years of defeat have so sharpened the wits of the 
Democracy of Chicago M to render its members too wide·awake to be imposed 
upon by plausible wiles and humbug. 
A hobby-rider is easily fooled. A certain school overseer, whose simul· 
acrum is that children should never look up on a visitor's entering the school· 
room, was on his rounds recently at a school in which there is a teacher not 
fit to govern ~ gander, or teach a cat to lap milk. But it was I"tp/zon,d to 
her that the Herr was in the building, whereupo .' she announced to her pupils 
the pleasant promise that any head that was raised during the stay of the 
vWtor would be broken as loon as he retired. 
The penetrating lupervisor was afterward heard to remark that I"at room 
was the b;lt he had vilited in a ~onth. 
"There will be fooll in the world while the world it will be." In consid. 
ing the coune in lanauage at the last Principall' Association meeting, two or 
tbree obetructionilts insisted upon repeating the words "capitals, punctuation, 
ahbreviatlonl, and ule of dictionary" in all the higher grades . . Just as if, 
after purchasing a dl9tionary in the Fourth Grade, children would be likely to 
throw it away upon entering the Fifth, and as If there could be composition 
and letter.writing, wbich were specified in tbe outline, without the use of 
caphall and punctuation. As well in each grade repeat "the alphabet reo 
viewed," or "lIddition, subtraction, multiplication, and division." The fact is 
that narrow· minded peolJle are lazy people, and the trouble with the' ~bStruc­
tlonists WIUI that they had not read.the course through. Henry Ward Beecher 
once sllid tbat he believed in taking some things for granted. A graded 
course should be a series of enlarging concentric circles in which the smaller 
are IUIlumed to be contained in the larger. 
Moreover, there is positive disadvantage ·in specifying in the upper grades 
the peculiar work of \h~ lower, since teachers are apt to dwell too 'much upon 
lueb iteml, to the ,negleet of the advanced work and' the retarding of regular, 
I nol to say rapid, progreas. At one time the subject of abbreviations was car-
ried !O luch an ex~eme !n Chicago that a sub·committee of the Board was 
appomted to examln~ o~ It. Then were the black-boards covered with the 
moat atroclons. combmahonl of capitalletten. The initials of every picayune 
secret society In the Union .had to be deciphered and crammed on. But 
when, at lalt. there was a dllpute as to whether tbe cabalistic formula, M. O. 
J. G. F. meant MYltlc Order of Jolly Good Fellowl, or Miserable, Jabbering, 
Old .Gud·foraaken F.ooII, the whole bUlineq bl1nl up in a row, and the schools 
were allowed to lake a reat on the lubject of abbreviations. , 
WHAT SAY OUR EXCHANGES? 
THE BIGGEST FIRST. I· 
A nameless writer in one of the "departments" of the New Encltl~ 
nalof Education, which, by the way, has as many departments as a calterpUillllt. :~~~ 
has legs, uses the following language in 'respect to some utterances. of 
journal: 
"THE EDUCATIONAL' WEEKLY, of Chicago, in the hands of its dasbiDg lie. 
editortal coachman, spins off like a new tally.ho stage, with horns so11lldiD!lE, 
with all the windows on Michigan Avenue crowded with smiling faces. CIiI. 
cago is a wonderful place, and 'advanced ideas' loom up like new conliDeidS 
through the mira2'e of its prairies. One of these is the historical d~ 
that the thirteen American colonies were not separated from tbe mothW. 
country by any special agency of the people of New England, but by the ... 
gestion of a few Irish member. of the convention that framed the ~~ 
tion! Another important landmark in the educational line is that the II)'IteID 
of oral instruction has been abolished in the common schools of Cbicago 
'with peans.' Whether the 'peans' come from the throats of the elevea tbaQi-
and socialists who lately bestowed the office of mayor of 'tq,e chief city of 
the contlD~nt' upon a politician who happened to get on the wrong dele of 
!he fence, 1D the late national unpleasantness, we are not informed. Cbi~ 
IS doubtless full of pedagogic prodigies; but isn't it a little lofty when brottieao 
Mahony speaks of the Superintendent of Schools of Boston as • an edue~ 
al Bunsov nam,d Eliol '1" . 
We accept the figure of the new tally.ho; and, in that conn~ction, we IIUIIt 
confess that it would be amusing were it not pitiable, to ohserve BOlton'.' . 
bering slow-coach, the New England Journal, trying to keep pace with .;. 
At fir~t its plug. seemed to be at our very wheel, and we fancied we C9uld feel 
their labored breathing and hear their snortings of distress; but presently the 
whole concern drops to the rear, floundering in the mud of its stale platitude.. 
or overwhelmed in the dust of its vapid generaliztions, a or buried in the fOe 
of its abstruse speculations. 
Anent the historical discovertes that loom up in the mirage of our prari. 
especially the hand that the Irish had in separating the colonies' from c;.. 
Britain, we extract the following from Chapter IV., Vol. 5, p. 77" (end. 
chapter) of Blncroft's History of the United States: 
"They (the Irish) brought to America no submissive love for England 
their exper;ience and their relig' on alike bade them meet oppression 
prompt resIstance. We shall find the first voice publicly raised in 
to d~ssolve all connection with Gre.t Britain came, not from the Puritans 
New England OJ the Dutch of N ew Yor~, or the planters of Virginia, bIIt 
from the Scotch·Irish Presbyterians." • , 
We have noticed that Mr. Bicknell's hired man, writing under the 
of Drift, is arrogant, 'impertinent, and prone to indulge in flings at the 
rulers of his section ; but we were not before aware that he was 
the history of his country, as presented by its greatest historian . . 
"The thirteen colonies separated from Great Britain at the suggesn- of 
few Irish members of the convention that framed the Declaration I" 
Irish suggest! The Imh never suggest, and scarody ever wait for a _ ... _ . ..., •. , 
tt~n. The Irish ~e and do! Would i.t not be well for our critic - to Itu<\J 
hIstory from somethmg more comprehenSIve than a seven-by-nine scbc:iOl text-
hook ? 
The lact is that the thought of complete sepa!ation from England .... 
unpopular in the colonies at one time as was the doctrine of abolitionisaa 
later days, and that at one time the number of men who dared to enter,. 
and avow the sentiment could be counted on the fingers of one hand. w..,. 
did Thomas Jefferson imbibe the theories which he afterward 'expreaod,la 
his "mass of generalities ?'" Who wrote the line, "These are the times that tv 
men's souls?" It is a lamentable fact that very little is known of the tr1Ie 
inwardness of United States History-in the United StOltes. . 
If we were disposed to sneer at any class, we might hint at the nllDlber Of 
Bostonians who went literally to Halifax upon Washington's OCCUpatiOll ar 
the city, and recall the feeling of the New England hucksters and 
dashers toward "Jimmy Madison's War," entertained by the Hartford eo... 
,:ention. Our commentator will probably say that it is a discovery m&de ill 
.prairie mirage that ;the pay-rolls of the Continental army in '779 sollnd, as 
'patronymics, very much like the time-books of a gravel-train in "879; 
his sllpercilious sneer is, as we have shown above, the result of partial _ ........ -" 
edge which, as Mr. Pope suggests, is the worst form of ignorance. 
Bunker Hill, Concord, and Lexington are very great places, particul~l, 
respect to the amount of wind that has been expenrled on them. To 
judicial mind, their fame is like the giant uncorked by Arabian fisherman, 
is a very great cloud of smoke issuing from a very small hole. Cut 
eyes, unpreju4iced reader, over the history of the United States, !'ond .Ba.J 
is not a fact that in all the principal wars, the Center, South, and Weit 
done .most of the fighting, whi!e New Engiand h'as ' don~ all thc' II9_ .. r.J 
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poets, hi~torians, and orators have made New England the 
• hut without the deeds of the rest of the nation, and, not 
UDon':alit:y upon whiCh this , member of the Brahmin caste of 
bestows ' a regulation Bostonian sneer, the bardic occupation 
be gone, if, indeed, it could ever have existed. . 
oral course of instruction in Chicago, it was abolished amid 
~albDati,on, not of socialists-who, by the way, did not elect the 
Chicago-but of the handsome teachers of our,public schools, 
their dainty hands, £Iultered perfumed handkerchiefs, and threw 
in an ecstasy of delight, in such a manner as to mlke 
long nosed, spindling, withered, fish-blooded school·ma'ams 
their boneS in a jig on their rostrums with sympathetic 
~agnetlc conduction, and reflex, involuntary spasms of 
The sneer at our Mayor is ill-limed. The party that 
lut week also elected one supreme court judge.and five circuit 
on these diggin's; and, moreovtr, he is a feBow-countryman 
the reigning monarch of the turf of two continents. 
it i:; or is not "lofty in brother Mahony" to call the Boston 
inlcrilnten,dent "an educational Bunsby named Eliot," . since we are 
do it, we shall tackle the job of proving him such in the next 
. believe that, as a result of the effort, Mr. Eliot will take 
to pray that in future he may be deliverd from his friends. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
NEBRAS~A. 
is formed when the County Superintendent has liIed his order, 
urlanize within a reasonable time, the County Superinten-
his order ind let the territory go back. 
!*.forDl1atiion of a district has been obtained by deceit or fraud, the 
[lStlpl,ril,tend,ent as soon as this is discovered, if less than a year from 
of the district, should at on.ce revoke his order. 
ean neither vote Ii tax nor levy one under any circumstan-
iU.UICtflOltS, the county commissioners lroy the tax. 
of a joint district may have a certificate from either county. 
will not justify a board in having school taught hali the time in 
language than English. The pupils should be taught the English 
relL50n of epidemic sicknes5 the school is closed by order of the 
the A\.torney General decides that the teachers are entitled to 
same as if school had not been stopped. 
at a school meeting may be by ballot or viva voa as the persons 
meeting is legal whether notice has been given or not. The 
notice of this meeting. 
of the school board to hire teachers and fix their wages. 
not a right to interfere. 
are forbidden under severe penalties to loan any part of the 
'FIie ,district cannot legally order them to do it. 
RECENT CHANGES IN THE ILLINOIS 
SCHOOL LAW. 
STATISTICAL YEAR AND REI'ORTS. 
Y~a".-Th~ statistical year is made to begin July I instead 
I. (SectiQns 7 and 36.). 
Sul"intmtlmt.-The State Superintenden.t will report to the 
Nc)vc:mlJer I inst~ad of December 16. (Sechon 7·) 
..... rI"ri'.t~nd'tn ,t.--'The county superintendent ";ill repori to the 
OJjntend,mtAugust 15 instead of November I. (Section 17·) 
Tnutlls.-The board of trustees will report to the county 
15 instead of the second Monday in October. (Section 36.) 
n'".'et.'rs.,- .;,cnOOI directors are required to report to the trustees 
In October. (Section 42.) 
'Educa,lio,,,.--lJOlLrCIS of education operating under special char-
the county superintendent August 15 instead of the second 
(Section 79.) This is obviously a' mistake. The report 
July IS, upon the same date as the report of the township 
7 Co//tges and Selllina1'ies.-Colleges, seminaries, and academies will reo 
port to the State Superintendent on the 15th of August instead of on the 1st 
of November. (Section 79.) 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS. 
8. Financial Reporl.-It is made the duty of the county superintendent to 
'present a financial report of his office to the county board at its regular meet-
ing in September each year. (Section 14· ) 
9. Examination of Township Treasurers' Accounts, ete.-It is also made 
his duty to examine the accounts of the township treasurers of his county and 
the securities which they hold officially, and to report to .the trustees any 
irregularities which he finds, and any loans that are insufficiently secured. 
10. Sale OJ Lands.-The county superintendent is given power to sell any. 
lands which he may have taken for any debt to a township or county school 
fund of which he is the custodian, in the same manner in which sales are 
made by the trustees under Section 4. (Sectioll 22.) 
TRUSTEES OF SCHOOLS. 
II. EI"tio" Rdtlrns.-When trustees are elected with the town officers, 
no return to the county superintendent need hereafter be· made. But the 
county clerk is required to report to him the names of trustees so elected. 
(Section 22.) 
12. Organization.-The board is required to meet and organize within ten 
days after the April election of trustees. (Section 32.) 
DIRECTORS. 
13 El"tion to Fill ~aeaney.-Such election must be held on Saturday 
(Section 42.) 
14. Organizatio".-The board is required to meet and organize within ten 
days after the April election. (Section 42.) 
15. Meetings and Transadion of Busi1Uss.-The board is required to bold 
regular meetings, and is forbidden to transact any official business except at a 
regular or a special meeting. (Section 42.) 
lb. Sales of Personal Property.-Directors are authorized to sell the per-
sonal property of a district upon a vote of the people qf the district. (Sec-
tion 43.) 
SCHOOL TREASURERS. 
17. Term of Offia.- The treasurer will hold office two years instead of 
one. (Section 32.) 
18. Bond.-The treasurer must illcrease his bond whenever the trustees or 
county superintendent thi~k it insufficient. (Section 55.) 
19. State /Jent to Diredors. - The treasurer is required to make, under 
oatb, w.thin two days of the first' Monday of April and October in each year, 
a detailed statement of accollilt to the ' board of directors of each district in 
the township. (Section 63.) 
TEACHERS. 
20. Certi/ieates.-The Lacher must, at the time when he contracts to teach 
a school, have a legal certificate good for the entire term of the contract. 
(Section 52.) 
21. Registers.-Teacpers are required' to keep correct daily registers of the 
schools in books to be furnished by the directors. Form of register is given. 
Absence is noted hy a mark. (Section 53.) 
22. Sehedule.-Tfle schedule is much sboriened and simplified. Form of 
schedule is given. The schedule must be properly returned to' the directors 
before an order is drawn for the teacher's pay, and if 'any schedule Is' not re-
turned to the township .treasurer within the time prescribed by law, any order 
drawn on account of that schedule is illegal. .(Sections 53 and 54.) 
DISTRICTS. 
23. Change of Boul!darits.-Changes can now be made' only at the regu-
lar meeting of the trustees, in April: . - . . 
It is provided that a part of a district .may be adde~ to an adjoining distric 
in another town. Also, that under the "five family clause," territory may be 
set off from a district having a bonded debt. 
Trustees are given discretion to grant or refuse any petition for a change of 
district lines. Petitioners, when their petition is refused by the trustees, and 
:l majority of voters ill a district affected not signing the petition for change 
when it is granted, have the rigbt of appeal, in a prescribe4, way, to the 
county superintendent. (Section 33.) 
24. Union Distriets-T,= Lroy.-It is provided that the taic levy shall,be' 
uniform in a union district lying partly in two ?r more counties. (Section 44) . . 
25. Funds of Union Distrids.-It is provided that in a un_ion district lying 
in two'or more townships, all the funds o( the district mjly be collected into 
the hands of one township t~easurer. (Se,ctjons 35, 45, and·67.) 
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26. Return of Poll Book.-In such districts the poll book is to be returned 
to that.township treasurer who, under Section 45, receives the tax money of 
·the district. (S'ection . 42.) 
TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOLS. 
27. Discontinuancts.-A township high school may be discontinued upon 
IL vote of the people of the township; ~nd, upon the petition of fifty voters, the 
trustees shall submit the question of discontinuance to be voted upon at the 
April election. 
TAXES. 
28. Levy of TaxtJ.- The directors are required to certify the amount of the ' 
levy for school purposes to the township treasurer on or before the first Tues. 
day in August, instead of the first Monday in S. ptember. (Section 44.) 
29. A mounl of Levy . ...,.. The directors of school dis~ncts and tht proper au· 
'"orilUs of any villagt or city, anything in any sptcial charltr to th~ contrary 
nolwilllsianding, are authorized' to levy not to exceed two per cent, for edu· 
cational·purpo. es, annually. (Section 43.) . 
INTEREST. 
30 Ratt on Loans.-The rate on loans of the school fund may be not less 
than six nor mor~ than eight per cent per annum . The same on deferred 
payments on sales of school lands. (Section 37.) 
3' Ralt on Borrowtd Monty.-School officers may not pay more than 
eight per cent per annum upon borrowed money. (Section 47.) 
32. R alt on Teachers' OrdtYS.- The rate on teache.,' orders is reduced 
from ten to eight per c~nt, and the order does not draw interest until it has 
been prelented for pa ment. The interest stops after the township treasurer 
• 1I0tifiea the clerk of the board of director3 that he has funds with which to pay ' 
an outstanding order. (Section 55 .) 
SCHOOL YEAR, MONTH, AND H OLIDAYS. 
33. Scllool Yea,.. -The school year is made ttl consist of one hundred and 
ten days of actual teaching, without reduction for any cause. (Section 50.) 
34. Scllool Monlh.-The school month is marle the same as the calendar 
month, exclusive of Saturdays and holidays. (Section 54 ) 
35. HoIUiays.-Holidays are New Years, Four.h of July, and Christmas, 
and thanksgiving and fast days appointed by national or state aut'lOrity. 
Teachers cannot be required to teach upon these days, nor to make up 
lost by closing school upon sucb days or upon special holidays granted by 
board of directors. (Section 54.) ' . 
CITY COUNCIL. 
36. When the city council has heen, hy the provisions of a special CQan_.:·~~ 
the board of education, an act just passed makes it the duty of'the 
appoint, at the regular meeting of the city council, in July, a boar4 of caqe .. ...,;,a' 
tion. 
REFUNDING INDEBTEDNESS. 
37. A somewhat lengthy " R efunding" act has been passed, the t>rovisioDl 
of which apply to school districts. Directors and boards of education 'sIiould 
look up this act before refunding t)leir outstanding debts. • 
These acts will all be in force from and after July I, 1879. 
the school law, as amended, will be published as soon as possible. ' 
JAMES P. S LADE, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
The June number of the Iowa Normal Monthly speaks as follows of 
Wtdgwood's Topical Analysis, published by S. R. Winchell & Co.: "This 
work is another of the books designed to enable ordinary teachers to do the 
work of go<)d ones, and to place the unquestioned benefits of tbe topical 
method of teaching within the reach of all. Besides, even if the teac1ier lias 
the ability to make out his own set of topics, \he amount of time required f~ 
preparing them, placing them on the board, and copying them, is very great. 
If this 'Topical Anal ysis' is in the hands of the students, all this labor i. 
saved, and uniformity of text· books becomes no longer either necessary 01' de-
sirable." 
- One of the roost beautiful and artistic publicat ions now offered the public 
is the new edition of Longfellow's Works, by Houghton, O;good & Co. An 
American teacher who cannot make sales of this superb American work caa 
scarcely hope to attain great success as a teacher. We advi, e our readers who 
may be looking for . ucb a cl ance to writ e to Mr. J. B. Crocker, Jr., 99 Madi. 
son street, Chicago, and receive bi, circular descn bing the work. -
,PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. ~,~.~.~.~.~.~.~,~.~.~ THE IIIIPROVED ADAIIIS & WESTLAKE-
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
On. y.ar (SO Nos.), $3.00. If paid in advanc., $' . 50. 
Six months (25 Nos.), 1.1S. u " 1.50, 
Thr •• months ( •• Nos.) .go. .15 
In clubs of five, 1 year, 2.50. " II 2.25. 
II U tcn II 2.25. " II I 2 .00. 
Each State Edition (monthly), 50 cents a year in advance. 
The 1811 number paid ror by each l ubscriber is on the ad~ 
dress label , which tbus serves AI a receipt ior aU mODey nnl 
on account or lub&criptiona. ' 
Remittances should be lent by ~.tered letter I draft or 
pootofti.,. monR. ordc. payable to S. R . WINCHELL & CO. 
''::D1/~:= ad ICIu. 7 IllY ctld fU 3S c",t, ajuce 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per I1nel .pte measure, 10 cents each lnurtlon. When a 
.peclal location i, cholen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices 
In PubU. hen" Department, 2S cent. a line. 
alf&:edf:t::::~:';:;':~~d;;io:,o:~d~! Wo.r:K"':.i!' :'~h~~ 
publlihed (or local circulation In the varioUi lta~ . 
Special rates (or twelve, six, and three months' contracts. 
Orden (rom Itrangen mUit be paid monthly in advance. 
Addreu all communications to 
S. R . WINCHELL & CO. PubU. h.n, 
81 Alhtand Block, cor. Ctark and Randotph Sts '1 . Ch,caao. II. 
THE NEW LON(JFELLQ W. 
_The Poetical works ofH BNRY WADSWORTH LoNGPBLLOW, 
containing a superb new steel portrait by Manhall, and illus-
trat.d with more than 300 Fin" Engravings, designed 
espccl.nv for this work . 
SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. 
The above work IS a national tribute to a poet whom 
America delights to honor. Just the book for Tt;achers to 
_ work upon during the vacation. Send address (or Circular • 
. Ho!1sbton, Osgood & Vo" 00 Mad.l.on St ., Vhf. 
].ll: CROCKER, ]R., Manag.r. 
Drunkenness. -Dr. D ' Ung.r, discoverer of th. cinchona 
cure for diunkennell, cures all eases. Send (or free pam· 
phlet. Palm.r HOlIK, CblcalO. cpy 
WE W ANTI For th. Fattest . eHlnl BOOK in the mar· lGEllIT8 k.t. New,low·pric. d, Imm . ... ly popular, 
4 11 be. t t.rm •• Ad. Hubbard Br ••. Chlcalo.cat.m 
IIDIIT a,DIPLAII! 
Piles, Constipation, 
PeJ'IIlanendy cared by 
KUlil\.lJ(~ LUUl\: f\E Ll'L\ C. 
Primary, .. . .. ........ . . , SO I The five booles sent to teach· 
Comm;on School, • . •. . . .. I.SO en for examination for '3.50, 
Countlog-House, •.. . ..• • 3.00 but only in reply to requests 
tsru~ r;~ f!%t;;,d~~tion~cCOmpanied by the money. 
cpu1 W. J. GILBERT; Publisner. 51. Loiii • . Mo 
$72A WEEK. 'loa day at hom. euily made. Costly 
. Outfit free. Add ..... True& Co. AulUS~, M.. CUll. 
Wire Gauze Non-Exjlosive • 
OIL 
